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A Must Do For A Foodie!
Explore Cambridge through the eyes of a foodie and discover that British food is
pretty exciting!
Are you a foodie, do you want to get under the skin of the city you visit or are you
looking for a food themed event for team building? Then the Cambridge Food Tour
is just what you’re looking for. Whether you love food, discovering new places or
want to offer staff or clients a very different event we've got it covered.
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About our Food Tours
Fun walking tours filled with delicious local and international food and interesting
stories about food, the food scene, the colleges and their food and Cambridge.
We’ll introduce your taste palate to new flavours and we can assure you, that you
will be in for a real treat.
We run 6 different Food Walking Tours 6 days per week. Check out our website for
more delicious tours.
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Private Food Tours
Designed for you!
It is all about you! We design our food experiences around your requirements and
favourite food and drink. We like to think outside the box to produce the ultimate
event and, with such a booming food scene, we can assure you that it will be fun,
exciting and most importantly…delicious!
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Food and Drink Events
Are you looking for an exciting event for your team, family or friends in Cambridge
and beyond? Through our local knowledge of the food scene and close
partnerships with local businesses, we can offer truly exciting experiences. We
design events around your requirements: favourite food, drink and a number of
different types of activities. We like to think outside the box to produce the
ultimate event. With such a booming food scene, we can assure you that it will be
fun, exciting and most importantly… delicious!
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What they say
Delicious Magazine UK - "This quintessential city is peppered with international
cuisine"
TripAdvisor - " A must do for a foodie!"
Cambridge News - "Gerla is so knowledgeable, passionate and committed to local
traders, you find yourself being hauled off the beaten tour track to the next little
foodie nook"
TripAdvisor - "Wonderful way to see Cambridge and a must for any foodie"
Cambridge Edition - "Gerla’s arranged make it a little more special and introduce
your palate to tastes you might not have encountered before"
TripAdvisor - "The Cambridge Food Tour was one of the highlights of my visit to
the UK"
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About the team
After years of globetrotting and exploring different cuisines, Gerla, our head
foodie and founder, decided she wanted to share her wealth of knowledge and
experiences. More than that, she wanted to share her beautiful hometown
Cambridge and introduce more people to all its culinary delights. Gerla is a
self-confessed foodie, she has walked many miles in and around Cambridge, likes
to go off the beaten track and loves a good tipple!
The Cambridge Food Tour are the local experts in creating unique food tours and
events. Our food tours leave our guests talking about them for a long time after
they finish, something that can only be achieved through our in-depth knowledge
of the local food scene and close partnerships with local businesses.
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